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As I understand it, the challenge is to ingest the XML file VacationDaysChallenge.xml (Figure 1) and 
execute it for some test data.   

 
Figure 1.  VacationDaysChallenge.xml on DM challenge website 

My solution (Figure 2) is based on XSLT 2.0, chosen because FEEL is essentially a subset of XPATH 
2.0, so mapping FEEL built-in functions is not so hard.  This particular challenge doesn’t use FEEL 
functions. 



It works in 2 steps.  The transform libGen.xslt maps FEEL/S-FEEL expressions from the model 
VacationDaysChallenge.xml to equivalent XPATH, saved in another xslt transform, 
VacationDaysChallenge-Functions.xslt.  This file is a function library that is referenced by include in the 
second transform dmnExecute.xslt.  dmnExecute.xslt transforms the instance document dmChallenge-
instance.xml to produce the output, a listing of all decision nodes in the model and their values. 

 
Figure 2.  Solution architecture 

A nice feature of XML is that you do not need to view it as text markup, but you can view it in user-
defined layouts using xslt as well.  Altova Stylevision lets you create html forms to view and directly edit 
the xml, called Authentic views accessible in XMLSpy.  Figure 3 shows the model in XMLSpy text view 
and Figure 4 shows what it looks like in Authentic view: as boxed expressions.  The Authentic view 
makes it convenient to create DMN model XML directly via boxed expressions. 

Figure 5 is a snippet of the function library VacationDaysChallenge-Functions.xslt created by 
transforming the model.  This file is specific to a decision model but independent of the instance values. 

Figure 6 is a snippet of the dmnExecute.xslt, which walks the DRD – trivial in this particular case – and 
executes the decision logic for each decision node and BKM node.  Note line 3 includes the model-
specific function library.  In this version, one must hard-code the name of the function library in line 3, 
but it could be passed as a global parameter. 

 



 
Figure 3.  VacationDaysChallenge opened in XMLSpy Text view 



 
Figure 4.  VacationDaysChallenge opened in XMLSpy Authentic view 

 
Figure 5.  Snippet of VacationDaysChallenge-Functions.xslt created by transforming the model 
using libGen.xslt 



 
Figure 6.  Snippet of dmnExecute.xslt, which operates on an xml instance file 

 
Figure 7.  The instance file dmnChallenge-instance.xml 

 
Figure 8.  The output generated by dmnExecute.xslt, a list of all DRD nodes and their values 



As an example of FEEL/boxed expression support, this example is too trivial to be very interesting.  A 
better illustration might be the Lending decision example in the DMN spec.  It has a more complex DRD, 
including invocations, contexts (including a nested invocation), if..then..else operators, the amortization 
formula (including exponentiation, not a built-in in XPATH 2.0)  and other more demanding stuff.  
Except for removing spaces from the names of DRG elements, the model is exactly the same as presented 
in Chapter 11 of the spec. 

Figure 9 is a snippet of the Authentic view of this model.  Figure 10 is a snippet of the function library.  
(Note line 8 is the amortization formula mapped to XPATH.)  Figure 11 is the instance file, and Figure 12 
is the output generated from dmnExecute.xslt. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Snippet of Lending example decision model in Authentic view 



 
Figure 10.  Snippet of function library for Lending example 

 
Figure 11.  Lending example, instance file 



 
Figure 12.  Lending example, output 
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